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5I N T R O D U C T I O N
In the pages of this paper an attempt is 
made to describe present methods of concentration 
and flotation of the oxidized ores of lead. The 
method employed is the presentation of the actual o 
operation of several mills which have been treating 
such ores during 1926 and 1927.
The plants described are representative 
operations and form some criteria for the perfor­
mance of such ores under different conditions. In 
addition to those concentrators which are described, 
there are perhaps several small installations which 
are recovering lead from old mine dumps and tailings 
piles. It is difficult and almost impossible to ob­
tain any reliable information concerning them.
Actual operating figures are presented in 
this paper only when they are known to be reliable 
and to represent work over a suitable period of time.
OXIDIZED ORES OF IEAD
It is a well known fact that in nearly 
every mining district where lead is found to any ex­
tent, the lead in the weathered or upper parts of the 
ore de posits, generally above the level of the
6ground water, is oxidized and the ore is usually 
present as carbonate hut also often as other com­
pounds of lead.
Dana in the •Manual of Mineralogy" lists 
the following lead minerals:
Galena, Pbs.
Cerrusite, Pb. C03 
Phosgenite, (b Cl) C03 
Pyromorphite, Pb4 (Pb Cl) (P04) 3.
Mimetite, Pb 4 (Pb Cl) (As 04)
Vanadinite, Pb4 ( Pb Cl ) (V04) 3. 
Anglesite, Pb 304.
Crocoite, Pb Cr 04 
Wulfenite Pb Mo 04
Of these, galena is the primary mineral whilst the 
others are secondary minerals. They have been 
changed over from galena by the action of circula­
ting waters, gases, etc. The most common oxidized 
ore of lead is cerrusite. Then follow in order the 
sulphate, molybdate, and chlorophosphate*
This "Carbonate* ore in many cases is high 
grade due to the natural concentration by weathering 
The smelters have always been anxious to handle such 
ores as it is not necessary to roast before smelting.
7An example of this high-grade carbonate ore is that 
of the El Potosi Mining Go. in the Santa Eulalia, 
Chihuahua, mining district. This company has been 
shipping *carbonate" ore to the Chihuahua smelter 
for thirty years. Mo attempt has been made to mill 
this ore as the silver and lead values are high and 
the iron, lime, and silica contents are balanced so 
as to give a favorable smelting rate.
However, tho much lead "carbonate" has 
been high-grade ore, the most of it occurs as low- 
grade and hence concentration must be considered.
It has been possible to obtain a high-grade concen­
trate by gravity concentration but at the same time 
there has been a large loss in the tailings. This 
can usually be accounted for by the action of grind­
ing upon the "carbonate". As the "carbonate" is ge­
nerally much softer than the gangue, grinding produ­
ces slimes which are high in "carbonate" values. At 
the same time, it is practically impossible to malce 
a good extraction on the slimes.
With the introduction of flotation, it was 
a matter of a few years until attempts were made to 
float lead "carbonates". Sodium sulphide has been 
found the cheapest and most effective sulphidizing
8agent. Flotation has generally been ’successful when 
the mineral is cerrusite, but with the other oxide 
minerals little has been done.
Other chemical treatment methods have been 
tried out. Experimental work at La Fe showed that 
by leaching with sodium hydroxide a recovery of 15% 
of the lead could be made. The cost would be exce­
ssive. At the Lane property it was planned to.ins­
tall a sulphuric acid leaching plant (Ranlcin Process) 
but here again the cost was too great. There are 
several other leaching schemes.
At the present time the greater part of 
the "carbonates* are being treated by gravity con­
centration and flotation. The plants described are 
examples of such present day operations.
9THE LANE MI IX
Darwin, Inyo County, California.
During the spring and summer of 1926, the Ame­
rican Metals, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois, held a lease 
on the property of the Darwin Silver Company at Darwin, 
Inyo County, California. This district is known as the 
new Coso district and is midway between Owens Valley and 
Death Valley. The country is very arid and the zone of 
oxidation extends downward more than 1000 feet.
Work during 1926 was confined to the develop­
ment of the Defiance Mine which yielded a small tonnage 
of lead-silver ore in the form of galena, cerrusite, and 
and anglesite. Most of the mineral occurs as replace­
ment in limestone sometimes in thin sheet-like deposits, 
but more often in irregular bodies. The silver is close­
ly associated with the lead probably as argentite. Ad­
hering to many of the galena crystals are minute parti­
cles of native sulphur. There is also some barren py- 
rite and traces of copper. Mining in 1926 was done 
above the 300-ft. level.
The mine ore was sent by aerial tram to the 
Lane Mill, which was one and a quarter miles distant.
At the mill, this ore of six inch size was tripped into 
a coarse ore bin. It was then drawn from the coarse
10
ore bin, handtrammed, weighed, thrown over a -J-in. gri­
zzly, and the oversize was fed to a jaw crusher with ■£- 
in. opening before passing to the fine ore bin*
The mill had a capacity of 80 to 90 tons per 
24 hours. The mill feed assayed 3.5^ Pb. and 3.5 Oz.
Ag. The concentrates and tails also contained approxi­
mately an ounce of silver to each percent of lead. This 
would seem to point to the very close association of the 
silver with the lead particles.
The fine ore was fed by a belt feeder to the 
scoop box of the 3-ft. x 8-ft. Marcy rod mill, which 
made a minus 12 mesh product. The rod mill discharge 
went to a Dorr duplex drag classifier, making two pro­
ducts; a slime overflow, and a sand. The sand was laun­
dered to three Plat-C- sand tables and on each of these, 
three products were made: a final table concentrate, 
table mids which were reground for flotation, and a fi­
nal sand table tailing. The slime overflow from the 
Dorr duplex classifier went directly to flotation. The 
mids from the three Plat-0 tables were pumped to a #54 
Marcy ball mill in closed circuit with a Dorr simplex 
classifier. The simplex classifier overflow joined the 
Dorr dtiplCsc overflow and was the flotation feed.
Flotation was accomplished with three K & K  
single spitz machines. Two of the 10-ft. machines in
JDARW/M, CAL/r. 
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series made a rougher concentrate. The tailing of the 
second rougher machine was the flotation tailing. The 
rougher concentrates went to a 6-ft. machine to make a 
final cleaned flotation concentrate. The mids from the" 
cleaner machine were pumped back to be retreated in the 
roughers. The cleaned concentrate was laundered to a 
Dorr thickener and the thickened pulp was filtered with 
an Oliver filter. The flotation tailing was tabled on 
two Plat-0 slime tables, producing a small amount of 
slime concentrate and a final slime tailing. The slime 
concentrate was mixed with the flotation concentrate in 
the thickener.
Aside from the metallurgical difficulties in­
volved. in treating such an ore, there were many other 
troubles continually present. The scarcity of water was 
serious as the maximum amount obtained at Darwin Wash, 
was 70 gallons a minute. This amount of water had to 
suffice for mine, mill, and camp. As is the case with 
the majority of samll companies, very little money was 
available and it was impossible to keep the mill in 
first class mechanical condition. Lack of money seriously 
interferred with the purchase of various chemicals and 
reagents when needed in the flotation process. Another 
thing which handicapped the operation was the impossibi­
lity of employing and keeping a good mill crew. As the
14
camp was forty miles from a railroad, with no amusement 
or diversion, and with the thermometer most of the sum­
mer registering between 110° and 120° Fahrenheit, most 
of the mill crew was recruited from the numbers of old -• 
prospectors, who would drive into camp in their flivers 
and merely take a job in order to get a gasoline stake. 
They had absolutely no interest in the work and were as 
likely as not to quit during a shift.
Analyzing the operation step by step, it was 
soon found that the primary grind in the rod mill should 
be a coarse grind. This was done in order to obtain a 
minimum amount of slime and to get a product, which, 
after being deslimed in the Dorr duplex classifier, 
would provide a coarse sand for the three Plat-0 sand 
tables.
These tables then with a 3.5^ Pb. feed made a 
finished concentrate of 30^ Pb., mids of 2.0 Pb., and a 
final tailing of 1 .3 % Pb. The ratio of concentration 
with these figures was 13 to 1, and the apparent reco­
very 65^, although, taking into consideration the mids, 
the recovery was 50^. The table concentrate was 80% 
plus 65 mesh and 5% - 100 mesh. Any overgrinding in the 
rod mill lowered the table recovery.
The table mids were pumped to a #54 Marcy ball 
mill in closed circuit. The classifier overflow was 90%>
15
100 mesh and this product joined the slime overflow from 
the Duplex drag classifier and was the flotation feed.
At a junction box which overflowed into the 
first rougher machine, there was added the flotation 
oils and the solutions of sodium sulphide and sodium si­
licate* The combined pulp from the two classifiers ass­
ayed 3*5# Pb. and contained about 25^ solids by weight. 
Sodium sulphide solution was added at the rate of 6 to 
8 pounds per ton of flotation feed.
In the first rougher machine, practically all 
of the particles of galena were floated. In the second 
machine after perhaps three minutes of sulphidizing 
action, most of the cerrusite had been sulphidized and 
was floated. However, the sulphate and perhaps some 
complex combined lead silicate was unsulphidized and 
did not float. This passed onto the two slime tables.
The rougher concentrate containing 8% Pb. pass­
ed to a cleaner flotation machine and here a finished 
concentrate of 20% Pb. was made. The mids from this 
machine were pumped back to the junction box ahead of 
the irst rougher and retreated. The flotation concen­
trate was high in sulphur as the particles of free sul­
phur present in the ore floated readily. The flotation 
recovery was 25% and the ratio of concentration 20 to 1. 
Tails varied greatly from shift to shift and the above
16
recovery and ratio was on the "basis of smelter returns.
The flotation oils and reagents used were; Ge­
neral Naval Stores #5 Pine Oil, P. E. flotation oil, 
cresylic acid, sodium sulphide, and sodium silicate. 
Also, for several days when some ore came through carry­
ing zinc and iron, sodium cyanide and zinc sulphate were 
used effectively as deadening agents. Cresylic acid 
mixed with P. E. oil produced a fine mineral carrying 
froth. Pine oil was used when needed as a "booster". 
Sodium sulphide readily sulphidized most of the carbon­
ate particles, but had no effect on the sulphate. So­
dium silicate tended to produce a cleaner concentrate 
though when added in excess, it seemed to lower the ex­
traction. Oil consumption amounted to 4 pounds per ton, 
and 1.5 pounds of sodium silicate were used. Due to 
the greater part of the water being returned, at inter­
vals of two weeks, the circuit became so polluted that 
it was necessary to obtain.a large volume of fresh wa­
ter.
The flotation tails were laundered to two Plat 
0 slime talbes and a small amount of concentrate was 
obtained. This concentrate along with the flotation 
concentrate passed to a Dorr: thickener for dewatering 
and the thickened product thereof was filtered with an 
Oliver filter.
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The sand table concentrates and the slime con­
centrates were mixed, sun-dried ignited, and roasted.
In this manner the sulphur content dropped from 16% to 
4/£ thereby saving freight and smelter charges.
The concentrate was sacked, hauled by motor 
truck to Keeler, California, (forty miles distant) load­
ed on narrow gauge cars, transferred to the standar gauge 
at Mina, Nevada, and thence to the smelter of the United 
States Smelting and Refining Company in Utah.
The leasors had hopes of finding large bodies 
of high grade ore, but they failed to do so. With the 
low grade mill feed it was practically impossible to 
make any recovery as the high transportation charge ne­
cessitated a high ratio of concentation. Considering 
the grade of the ore and the poor classification, the 
sand tables did very good work. The flotation at no 
time had a.fair chance due to lack of fresh water, fi­
nancial conditions and inexperienced operators. Perhaps, 
had the ore assayed more than 10^ Pb. and 10 Oz. Ag. the 
venture might have been a success.
\18
SHATTUCK - ARIZONA MILL.
Bisbee, Arizona.
In December 1920, the Shattuck-Arizona 
Copper Co. of Bisbee shut down their lead carbonate 
concentrator after treatment of more than 2,000,000 
tons. The mill handled about 300 tons per day*
At that time the operation consisted of 
primary and secondary table concentration of the 
sands. The slimes were sent to a Dorr thickener, 
the thickened pulp of the thickener going to an agi­
tator at.which point sodium sulphide and oils were 
added. This pulp was fed to flotation machines 
and a flotation concentrate and final tailing was 
made.
Recoveries for 1920, were 91 per cent of 
the lead, 65 per cent of the silver, and 69 per 
cent of the gold. The mill feed during 1920 assayed 
5.5 per cent lead, 5.5 Oz. silver, and .06 Oz. gold 
per ton.
This company resumed operations in 1925* 
The tabling system was, discarded and an all flota­
tion scheme installed* Also only 150 tons were to 
he treated per day.
The scheme was to send classifier over-
19
flows direct to flotation♦ Heavy flotation oil is 
added to the ball mills and sodium sulphide to the 
classifier overflow. The first set of flotation ma­
chines make a high-grade silver-lead concentrate.
The tailings from these machines are retreated in a 
second set of flotation machines and these produce 
a lower grade silver-lead-iron concentrate, and a 
final mill tailing. V/iththe same feed as in 1920 
the present recovery is: lead, 90#; silver, 65#; and 
gold, 75#.
The change has resulted in simplicity of 
operation and a much lower unit operating cost.
The mineral particles are present as ce- 
rrusite which at this concentrator sulphidizes rea­
dily and is amenable to flotation.
20
SAIT DIEGO MILL
Santa Barbara, Chihuahua, Mexico.
The history of Santa Barbara dates back to 15- 
43. At this early date, only fifty years after the 
first voyage of Columbus, the Spaniards had conquered 
Mexico and explored most of the vast territory. Santa 
Barbara came into existence with the discovery of gold 
and silver in the locality. As the most important city 
in northern Mexico, it was the seat of government for 
many years of the region which has since been split up 
into the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Sonora, Durango, 
Texas, California, Arizona, Uew Mexico and Colorado.
Santa Barbara held forth for thirty or forty years and 
then with the finding of richer ore at Parral and Santa 
Eulalia, the population moved on, the government changed, 
and mining practically ceased. At various times during 
the following three centuries, revivals took place but 
the base metals did not hold the lure of the gold and 
silver.
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
foreign capital became interested in the district and 
the Guggenheims opened up several mines. In 1897, they 
built a 400-ton gravity concentrator for the treatment 
of the lead sulphide ore which they had developed. This
zx
concentrator continued operating until 1916, when, due 
to revolutionary activities, all operations ceased.
The company during most of this time also had to con­
tend with increasing amounts of zinc along with the 
lead. Baturally, the company in the process of expan­
sion had developed a great body of lead carbonate ore 
in the upper levels of the mine. Bo attempt had been 
made to handle this low grade ore.
\7ith the resumption of operations in 1919, the 
American Smelting and Refining Company decided to reco­
ver this carbonate ore and to work over numerous mine 
dumps which were scattered about their properties. A 
large tonnage of mill feed was in sight which assayed 4 
grams of gold, 150 grams of silver, 5% lead, 55% silica, 
9% lime, 10% iron, and 3% sulphur. Most of the lead was 
contained as lead carbonate with occasional pieces of an 
glesite and galena. Extensive laboratory testing was 
done by the company both locally and at their test mill 
in El Paso. After a year of this careful work done on 
carload lots, a final mill flow sheet to handle 500 me­
tric tons dail:/, was agreed upon. The mill was designed 
to do all concentration with tables. However, provision 
was made for future installation of flotation equipment.
The ore is brought from the mines by means of 
the company’s narrow-gauge railroad. The railroad cars
22
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are 10-ton side-dump cars. The ore is dumped from the 
cars into the concrete coarse ore bin. This bin is flat 
bottomed. Openings in the bottom of the bin deliver the 
ore to a travelling hopper which feeds a 24-in. belt 
conveyor, discharging the ore to the crushing plant.
The conveyor feeds the ore on a bar grizzly, 
set for l-J-«in. product. The grizzly oversize feeds in­
to the l\To. 5 Me Cully giratory crusher which is set to 
give a l-g--in product. The grizzly undersize and the 
gyratory product discharge onto a 24-in. belt conveyor 
which delivers the feed onto an inclined manganese 
steel plate screen with 1/^8-in. openings, vdiich, when 
inclined at 40 degress, gives an undersize of munus -§■- 
in. The screen oversize feeds the 48 in. Symons verti­
cal disc crusher which is set to deliver a product of 
minus ir-in. An 18-in. inclined belt conveyor delivers 
the Symons product and the screen undersize to the mill 
ore bin. The Symons crusher is protected from tramp 
iron by an electromagnet suspended over the feed belt 
and also by a 30-in. magnetic head pulley.
The mill bin is a red wood tank, 30 feet in 
diameter by 24 feet high. The ore is discharged from 
the bin onto a belt feeder which is regulated by the 
hopper opening. The belt feeder discharges onto a 
hog-back splitter, half of the ore going to each of the 
trommels.
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The trommels are of the revolving-screen type, 
48 inches in diameter and 6 feet long. The screen has 
;§--in. punched holes. The undersize goes to the Cole 
screens for further sizing whilst the oversize is deli­
vered to the duplex shovel wheel. The shovel wheel acts
*as a dewatering drag, the overflow going to the Cole 
screens, and the sand being fed to the Cole-Bergman rod 
mi 11 •
There are two 5-ft. x 10-ft. rod mills and 
they do splendid work. The mills turn at 20 r.p.m. and 
each is driven with a 100—hp. induction motor. The rod 
millproduct, also the trommel undersize and shovel 
wheel overflow pass onto the eight Cole oscillating 
screens. The screens are 2-mm. screens and the water 
is thrown against the bottom of the cloth, thus aiding 
the screening.
The screen undersize is elevated by two 18- 
in. belt elevators to a model uD* Dorr classifier for 
desliming and dewatering. The oversize is elevated by- 
two 14-in. belt elevators to the shovel wheels for de­
watering and regrind.
The model MD* Dorr classifier removes the 
slime from the pulp. The overflow is 98% - 100 mesh.
The classifier sand is fed into two launders, each
25
containing eight Deister hydraulic cone classifiers. 
Four sizings are made to prepare a classified feed for 
•twenty sand tables. The overflow from the drag class­
ifier flows to two 50-ft. Dorr thickeners which pro­
duce a thickened pulp for the slime tables.
As built, the mill provided only for table 
concentration. It was intended to handle three class­
es of feed; sand, middling, and slime. Deister Plat-0 
tables were chosen as the parts are interchangeable, 
and, to date, (1927) the tables have given very little 
trouble of any kind.
The sand tables of which there are twenty, 
receive their feed from the sized pulp of the classi­
fier launder. The first sizing, drawn from the first 
cone in each launder (l-in. spigot) consists of the 
largest particles. A mechanical splitter distributes 
this feed to eight tables. The feed from the second 
cone of each launder (f-in. spigot) is distributed to 
four sand tables. The feed from the third and fourth 
cones of each launder (i-in. spigot) is distributed to 
four sand tables. The feed from the fifth and sixth 
cones (3/8 -in. spigot) and seventh and eighth cones 
tt- in. spigot) also is distributed to four sand tables. 
The cone classifier overflow joins the overflow of the
model ,SDH classifier.
These twenty sand tables make three products: 
concentrates, middling, and sand tailing. The tailing 
is elevated by two 18-in. belt elevators to a model *CM 
Dorr classifier which dewaters the tailing and gives a 
small tonnage of slime overflow which is sent to the 
two 50-ft*. Dorr thickeners. The sand goes to the tail­
ings pile.
The middlings are retreated on four middling 
tables which make a concentrate, and middling tailing 
which is returned to the rod mills for regrinding.
The slime which has been thickened in the 
two 50-ft. thickeners is laundered to two 14-in. belt 
elevators and distributed by mechanical splitters to 
sixteen slime tables. These tables produce a concen­
trate, and slime tailing. The slime tailing is eleva­
ted by two 14-in. belt elevators to a third 50-ft. thick 
ener. The product of this thickener is the flotation 
feed.
The concentrates from the sand, middling, and 
slime tables are collected in a shaking launder which 
delivers them to a distributing launder which in turn 
distributes the concentrates to the large concrete set­
tling tanks or "pilas". These "pilas" have a filter
27
bottom and the concentrate is dewatered rapidly- One 
end of each ■‘pila** has a steel door which is removed 
and men are able to load the concentrate into wheelba­
rrows and then into cars.
As was stated before, the mill was intended
only for table concentration; however, after operations
commenced, a flotation plant was installed. The slime
table tailings which have been thickened in the third 
♦
Dorr thickener are laundered to the feed box of a 4- 
in. sand pump which elevated the pulp to two Janney flo 
tation machines arranged in series. These machines 
make a final flotation concentrate and a middling. The 
middling is distributed to four 10-ft. single spitz K  & 
K machines in parallel circuit which produce a final 
flotation tailing and a rougher flotation concentrate. 
This rougher concentrate is cleaned in an S-ft. single 
spitz K & K machine. This cleaned concentrate and the 
concentrate from the Janney machines are sent to sett-r
ling tanks. later the water is siphoned off and the 
concentrate is sun-dried. The mids from the cleaner 
machine discharges back into the feed box of the 4-in* 
sand pump for retreatment.
Such then was the plan of the mill during the 
year 1922. The work of the classifiers and the tables
28
for this period is well illustrated in the report of a 
thorough test made during the early part of 1922, at 
which time the mill had been brought up to a daily ton­
nage of 600 tons. The mill had been designed to handle 
500 tons, but no trouble was had in increasing this to 
600 tons.
These test figues clearly shov/:
1. The tonnage, nature of feed, and distri­
bution of products of each group of machines in the 
gravity part of the mill.
2. The screen analyses and assays of each 
sizing of heads, concentrates, mids, and tailings of 
each operation.
3. The relative efficiency and recovery of 
each unit of the gravity section.
Study reveals the necessity of having a well 
classified, deslimed feed before attempting to do good 
table work. There is also demonstrated the failure of 
the slime tables to make a reasonable recovery. The 
work of the sand tables was entirely satisfactory and 
they continued in operation as described above until 
1925. However, there was no time to be lost in a fur­
ther attempt to increase the recovery of the slime va­
lues with tables so the flotation equipment as pre-
29
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The gravity section of the Carbonate Mill 
.was sampled uniformly for a period of five successive 
days during normal operation of all machines. Sam­
ples were taken at all necessary time. This has in­
sured a similarity in all products where the different 
classes of material pas3 on to be treated on other ma­
chines. One ease is stated where the check on ass­
ays is not very close and that is the total slime 
products compared with the slime table feed, and the 
explanation is as follows: The sampling took place 
during the day shift, and the slimes produced in 
that time passed into the two 50-ft. thickeners and 
stayed there for some time, reservoirlike, while the 
slimes which were sampled were actually produced 
some time before the sampling period began.
Drawing is a diagram of the essential 
parts of the flow scheme of the Carbonate Mill, so 
as to make clear the designation of products app­
earing in the following pages. All equipment not 
entering into the actual operation of concentration 
such as elevators, pumps, etc., has been omitted so 
as to avoid a complicated flow sheet. The system 
of numbering of groups extends from left to right
Sheet //2
facing downward thru the mill, and the classes of ma­
chines that operate on the same feed have been simi­
larly designated in the listing of metallurgical 
performance. For example, there are eight Deister 
Plat-0 Sand tables operating on exactly the same 
kind of feed. The group of eight tables is called 
Sand Table Group #1 and is sampled and reported as 
a unit. The mill tonnage is slightly higher than is 
uniformly treated but figured on a 24 hour actual 
running time basis, it is quite normal.
32
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METALLURGICAL STATEMENT - MODEL "D" DORR DRAG CLASSIFIER Sheet # 3
Feed - Undersize of Cole Screens Which is composed of original mill feed plus middlings 3 3
return from tables trating sand table middlings
Assays ^ Distribution
%______ Grams : %
Products 24 Hrs. Distrb'n Au Ag ! Pb Ap Ag Pb Remarks
Model "D" Clase (Crude Ore 630 3.4 150 4.8
Ifier Feed (Midds 81 100.0 3.4 104 3.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sands 531 74.5 3.0 132 4.2 63.5 68.0 68.5
Overflow 180 25.5 4.5 168 6.2 32.2 29.2 35.4
Total 711 100.0 95.7 97.2 103.9
Screen Analysis




















































































































































































































































































































TotallOO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 [00.0 [00 .0  ^ 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sheet # 4 34
Metallurgical Statement - Complete Unit of Deister Cone Baffle Hydraulic. • Classifiers receiving as feed the 
sands from Model WDW Dorr Drag Classifier; There are sixteen Classifiers grouped as follows: Group #1 - 2 classifiers; group #2 
2 classifiers; group #3 - 4 classifiers; group #4 - 8 classifiers. Classifier overflow is from last 2 classifiers of group % 4
Assays
Tons Grains % % DistributionProducts 24 hrs Weight Au Ag Pb Au Ag Pb Remarks
Band Feed S31 100.00 3.1 132 4.2 100.0 100.0 100.0
Group # I 294 55.4 3.1 133 4.6 57.3 55.6 60.6 For screen analysis of sand feed
Group jj 2 125 23.5 3.0 116 4.0 23.4 20.7 22.4 see Page #3
Group § 3 65 12.2 2.1 102 3.3 8.5 9.5 9.5 ”DM Classifier Sands
Group f 4 37 7.0 2.8 113 3.9 6.5 6.0 6.4
Overflow 10 1.9 5.3 196 7.1 3.4 2.8 3.2











Grout) ^ 4 (4 Tables Classifier Overflow
v ~ Cuml i n i  Pb Cuml % t Cuml t % Pb Cuml % * Cumln r % Pb Cuml % % Cumln r % Pt Cuml > r x Cuml > % Pb Cuml ^Mesh a n % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Con W*t % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Con Wgt i  Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont : Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont+14 5.4 5.4 3.0 3.4 3.4 2.2 2.2 1.8 1.0 1 .0  7 1.0 1.0 1.6 75~------ T5""20 13.2 18.6 3.1 8.6 12.0 6.7 8.9 1.8 3.1 4.1 3.4 4.4 1.5 1.6 2.1 .6 .6 1.0 .1 .128 22.0 40.6 3.3 15.3 27.3 15.7 24.6 1.6 6.4 10.5 9.9 14.3 1.4 4.2 6.3 1.8 2.4 1.3 .6 .7
35 22.2 62.8 3.7 17.4 44.7 21.4 46.0 1.9 10.4 20.9 18.4 32.7 1.5 8.3 14.6 3.6 6 .0 .9 .9 1.648 13.0 75.8 4.4 12.0 56.7 15.7 61.7 2.6 10.5 31.4 17.3 50.0 1.6 8.4 23.0 5.4 II.4 .8 1.2 2.8
65 9.0 84.8 5.7 10.8 67.5 13.5 75.2 3.3 II.4 42.8 17.4 67.4 2.0 10.7 33.7 9.6 21.0 .8 2.1 4.9
100 7.2 92.0 7.3 II.O 78.5 II.4 86.6 4.5 13.2 56.0 15.6 83.0 2.6 12.4 46.1 20.0 41.0 .7 3.8 8.7
150 3.1 95.1 8.7 5.7 84.2 5.3 91.9 6.9 9.4 65.4 7.4 90.4 4.5 10.2 56.3 16.0 57.0 .8 3.5 12.2
200 2.9 98.0 *12.2 7.4 91.6 4.9 96.8 11.6 14.6 80.0 6.5 96.9 9.8 19.4 75.7 21.0 78.0 1.8 10.3 22.5 7.0 7.0 1.0 1.0 1 .0
200 2.0 100.0 19.9 8.4 100.0 3.2 100.0 24.3 20.0 100.0 3.1 100.0 25.8 24.3 100.0 22.0 100.0 13.0 77.5 100.0 93.0 100. 0 7.5 99.0 100.0
Tot* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ,00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Deister Tables Feed Deister Table Feed Deister Table Feed Deister Table Feed Hydraulic Classifier
1 - 8  inclusive 9 ,* 12 inclusive 13 - 16 inclusive 17 * 20 inclusive Overflow to #1 & 2 Dorrr Tank
Sheet #5
Metallurgical Statement - Group §1. Deleter Plat-0 Sand Tables 1 - 8  inclusive.
Treating sards from Group #1. Deiater Cone Classifier Spigots.
A S SAYS
Tone % Grams i i Recovery Ratio of
Products 24 Hrs. Weight Au Ag Pb Au Ag Pb Concentration
Feed 294 100.0 3.1 133 4.6 100.0 100.0 100.0
'Conets 15 5.1 10.3 885 52.0 17.0 34.0 57.6 19.60 - I
Miads. 50 17.0 4.1 168 4.6 22.5 21.5 16.7 5.88 - I
Tails 229 77.9 2.1 80 1.4 52.8 46.8 23.7
Totals 294 100.0 92.3 102.3 98.0
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS
Group § I Table Feed Group jf I Table Feed Group # I Table Midds. Group # I Table Tails
% Cuml ir % Pb Cuml % % Cuml % Pb Cuml % ir~ - Cuml % ™ Cuil % % Cuml V % Pb Cuml %Mesh Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Con Wgt %'Wgt Pb Cont Pb Con Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Con Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Mesh
*14 5.4 5.4 3.0 3.4 3.4 2.9 2.9 45.1 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.3 8.2 3.9 3.9 5.1 5.1 1.6 5.8 5.8 14
20 13.2 18.6 3.1 8.6 12.0 5.5 8.4 51.2 5.4 7.9 5.1 7.4 9.5 10.1 14.0 14.1 19.2 1.3 13.0 18.8 20
28 22.0 40.6 3.3 15.3 27.3 9.7 18. I 57.5 10.8 18.7 8.6 16.0 9.5 17.1 31.1 24.5 43.7 1.4 24.4 43.2 28
35 22.2 62.8 3.7 17.4 44.7 12.4 30.5 60.2 14.4 33.1 12.4 28.4 8.1 20.9 52.0 24.8 68.5 1.3 22.9 66.1 35
48 13.0 75.8 4.4 12.0 56.7 II.8 42.2 59.4 13.5 46.6 II.9 40.3 6.4 16.0 68.0 12.6 81.1 1.3 II. 7 77.8 48
65 9.0 84.8 5.7 10.8 67.5 12.4 54.7 55.7 13.3 59.9 14.4 54.7 3.6 II .4 79.4 7.6 88.9 1.2 6.7 84.5 65
100 7.2 92.0 7.3 II.0 78.5 16.6 71.3 47.3 15.2 75.1 20.6 75.3 2.0 8.6 88.0 5.1 94.0 1.0 3.6 88.1 100
150 3.1 95.1 8.7 5.7 84.2 10.8 82.1 40.1 8.4 83.5 10.0 85.3 I. I 2.3 90.3 1.9 95.9 .9 1.2 89.3 150
200 2.9 98.0 12.2 7.4 91.6 12.0 94.1 43.<$ 9.9 93.4 10.2 95.5 1.7 3.6 93.9 1.7 97.6 1.8 2.2 91.5 200
200 2.0 100.0 19.9 8.4 100.0 5.9 100.0 60.0 6.3 100.0 4.5 100.0 6, 5 6.1 100.0 2.4 100.0 5.0 8.5 100.0 200
Tot 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 loo.o 100.0 100.0
Sheet § 6
Metallurgical Statement - Group § 2. Deleter Plat-0 Sand Table 9 - 12 Inclusive.
Treating sands from Group # 2. Deister Classifier Spigots.
36
Tons % Grams % % Recovery Ratio of


































Totals 125.0 100.0 104.9 103.3 98.1
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS
Group # 2 Table Feed Group $ 2 Table Conote Group § 2 Table Midds Group § 2 Table Tails

















Pb Cont ~ ~ v ~Wgt Cuml % Wgt I T % PbCont Cuml % Pb Cort Mesh
*14 2.2 2.2 1.8 1.0 1.0 3.4 3.4 1.4 4.4 4.4 14
20 6.7 8.$ 1.8 3.1 4.1 1.5 1.5 27.8 I.I I.I 1.9 1.9 5.2 2.3 2.3 10.2 13.6 1.3 12.3 16.7 2028 15.7 24.6 1.6 6.4 10.5 3.3 4.8 30.3 2.7 3.8 8.0 4.9 5.8 4.1 6.4 19.0 32.6 I.I 19.3 36.0 2835 21.4 46.0 1.9 10.4 20.9 6.1 10.9 36.1 5.9 9.7 5.6 10.5 6.2 8.2 14.6 24.7 57.3 1.0 22.7 58.7 3548 16.7 61.7 2.6 10.5 31.4 6.6 17.5 39.5 7.0 16.7 7.0 17.5 5.8 9.6 24.2 17.0 74.3 1.0 15.7 74.4 4865 13.5 75.2 3.3 II.4 42.8 9.7 27.2 39.0 10.1 26.8 14.0 31.5 5.1 16.9 41.1 II.6 85.9 .9 9.6 84.0 65
100 II.4 86.6 4.5 13.2 56.0 17.7 44.9 32.7 15.6 42.4 25.0 56.5 3.8 22.5 63.6 7.3 93.2 .8 5.3 89.3 100150 5.3 91.9 6.9 9.4 65.4 17.3 62.2 28.5 13.3 55.7 16.7 73.2 3.2 12.7 76.3 2.8 96.0 .8 2.2 91.5 150200 4.9 96.8 11.6 14.6 80.0 20.8 83.0 35.0 19.5 75.2 17.6 90.8 2.7 II.3 87.6 2.1 98.1 1.2 2.3 93.8 200200 3.2 100.0 24.3 20.0 100.0 17.0 100.0 54.2 24.8 100.0 9.2 100.0 5.7 12.4 100.0 2.9 100.0 3.5 6.2 100.0 200
Tot. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sheet # 7
Metallurgical Statement - Group § 3. Deieter Plat-0 sand Tables 13 - 16 inclusive.
Trating sand from Group ff 3. Deister Cone Classifier Spigots. 3 7
a s s a y s
Tons % Grams \ % Recovery Ratio of 


































Totals 65.0 100.0 106.6 102.1 103. I
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS
Group # 3 Table Feed Group jf 3 Table Conots Group § 3 Table Midda. Group # 3 Table Tails
* Cuml i % Pb Cuml % % Cuml i i Pb Cuml j. i Cuml i i Pb Cuml % % Cuml f. % Pb Cuml %Mesh Wgt %Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Wgt i Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont wgt i Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont wgt i Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Mesh
+ 14 I. 0 1.0 1.6 .5 .5 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1420 3.4 4.4 1.5 1.6 2.1 .6 .6 3.3 1.0 1.0 4.9 6.3 1.1 4.2 5.6 2028 9.9 14.3 1.4 4.2 6.3 1.3 1.3 12.0 .3 .3 2.0 2.6 2.3 2.2 3.2 11. 3 17.6 1.0 8.8 14.4 2635 18.4 32.7 1.5 8.3 14.6 1.2 2.5 22.9 .6 .9 5.2 7.8 2.3 5.8 9.0 It. 9 36.5 .9 13. I 27.5 3548 I7’3 50.0 1.6 8.4 23.0 1.7 4.2 32.0 1.2 2.1 9.3 17. I 2.5 II. I 20.1 18.0 54.5 .9 12.6 40.1 4665 17.4 67.4 2.0 10.7 33.7 3.8 8.0 38.0 3.2 5.3 20.3 37.4 2.2 21.4 41.5 16.8 71.3 .9 II. 7 51.8 65
100 15.6 83.0 2.6 12.4 46.1 14.1 22.1 39.8 12.5 17.8 32.8 70.2 1.7 26.7 68.2 15.5 86.8 1.0 12.0 63.8 100150 7.4 90.4 4.5 10.2 56.3 17.2 39.3 36.1 13.8 31.6 13.0 83.2 1.8 11. 2 79.4 5.3 92.1 1.5 6.2 70.0 150200 6.5 96.9 9.8 19.4 75.7 33.8 73.1 42.6 32.3 63.9 12.6 95.8 1.8 10.9 80.3 3.7 95.8 2.7 7.8 77.8 200200 3.1 100.0 25.6 24.3 100.0 26.9 100.0 59.8 36.1 100.0 4.2 100.0 4.8 9.7 100.0 4.2 100.0 6.8 22.2 100.0 200
Tot 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sheet jf 8
Metallurgical Statement - Group § 4. Deister Plat-0 Sand Tables 17 - 20 Inclusive
Treating sands from Group jf 4 Deister Cone Classifier $ 3
A S S A Y S
---.
Tons i Grams Recovery
ConoertrationProducts 24 Hrs Weight Au Ag Pb Au Ag Pb
Feed 37.0 100.0 2.8 113 3.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Conots. 2.3 6.2 18.3 651 40.9 40.7 35.8 65.1 16.I - I
Midds. 8.0 21.6 3.1 113 2.0 23.9 21.6 II.0Tails 26.7 72.2 1.5 70 1.4 38.6 44.7 25.9
Totals 37.0 100.0 103.2 102.1 102.0
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS
Group jf 4 Table Feed Group jf 4 Table Conots Group jf 4 Table Midds• Group jf 4 Table Tails
% C^uml i 1 Pb Cuml % i Cuml 1 t Pb Cuml % % .Cuml 1 i pi> Cuml %Mesh Wgt % *6* . Pb Cont Pb Cont Wgt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Wgt 1- Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Wgt i  Wgt Pb Cont pb Con Mesh
+20 .6 .6 1.0 .1 .1 2028 1.8 2.4 1.3 .6 .7 .7 .7 20.8 .3 .3 .8 .8 1.1 .4 .4 2.0 2.0 .6 .5 .5 28
35 3.6 6.0 .9 .9 1.6 .8 1.5 17.3 .3 .6 1.0 1.8 1.0 .5 .9 3.0 5.0 .6 1.6 2.1 3&
48 5.4 II.4 .8 1.2 2.8 1.1 2.6 20.4 .5 I.I .8 2.6 1.9 .7 1.6 5.0 10.0 .7 2.5 4.6 4665 9.6 21.0 .8 2.1 4.9 2.1 4.7 21.5 1.1 2.2 2.2 4.8 2.0 2.0 3.6 10. 0 20.0 .6 4.3 8.9 65100 20.0 41.0 .7 3.8 8.7 6.8 II.5 22.6 3.7 5.9 21.4 26.2 1.5 14.5 ia. i 20.0 40.0 .6 8.6 17.5 100
150 16.0 57.0 .8 3.5 12.2 10.8 22.3 23.1 6 .0 14.9 24.0 50.2 1.5 16.3 34.4 17.0 57.0 .6 7.3 24.8 150
200 21.8 78.0 1.8 10.3 22.5 28.9 51.2 29.7 20.7 35.6 34.0 84.2 1.9 29.2 63i.6 21.0 78.0 .8 12.0 36. 8 200
200 22.0 100.0 13.0 77.5 100.0 48.8 100.0 56.9 67.4 100.0 15.8 100.0 5.1 36.4 I0Q.0 22.0 100.0 4.4 63.2 100.0 -200
Tot. 100.0 100.0 J00.0 10 0 .6 100.0 100.0 100.0 10 0 .6
Sheet § 9
3*
Metallurgical Statement - Group of four Deleter Plat-0 sand tables treating middlings from sand tables 01 
- 20. The tailing from mids tables are returned to the rod mills to be reground.
A S S A Y S
T nm 1 Grams % % Recovery Ratio of 


























Total 96.6 100.6 100.0
Mids Table Feed Midi Table Conct. Mids Table Tails
Hash
*
Wgt .Cuml % Wgt k % Pb Cont Cuml %Pb Cont Wgt K % Pb Cont Cumll Pb Cor iWgt Cumli wgt k L ptb Mesh
H4 1.0 I.0 7.6 1.8 I.8 3.6 3.6 12.2 3.4 3.4 .6 .6 6.2 I.I 1.1 -f 14
20 3.4 4.4 8.0 6.5 8.3 7.2 10.8 14.1 5.9 9.3 2.2 2.8 6.2 4.3 5.4 20
28 7.0 II.5 6.7 11.2 19.5 12.4 23.2 15.7 14.8 24.1 5.4 8.2 5.1 8.7 14.1 28
35 12. I 23.5 5.6 16.3 35.8 13.6 36.8 15.2 15.7 39.8 II.O 19.2 4.7 16.3 30.4 35
48 11.6 35.1 4.7 13.0 48.8 9.6 46.4 15.0 II.0 50.8 11.4 30.6 4.3 15.5 45.9 48
65 14.4 49.5 3.7 12.7 61.5 8.6 55.0 13.3 8.7 59.5 15.6 46.2 3.1 13.3 61.2 65
100 19.7 69.2 2.6 12.2 73.7 12.4 67.4 9.8 9.2 68.7 20.8 67.0 2.1 13.8 75.0 100
150 II.6 80.8 2.2 6.1 79.8 10. 0 77.4 7.4 5.6 74.3 13.4 80.4 1.6 6.8 81.8 150
200 13.4 94.2 3.6 II. 5 91.3 14.0 91.4 7.4 7.9 82.2 13.2 93.6 1.9 7.9 89.7 200
200 5.8 100. 0 6.3 8.7 100. 0 8.6 100.0 27.0 17.3 100.0 6.4 100.0 5.1 10.3 100.0 200
Tet. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Metallurgical Statement of group of 16 Deleter Plat-0 Slime Tables, The feed ie discharged from two 50 x 10 Dorr 
Thickeners. Feed treated is not exoactly the slimes produced during our period of sampling, owing to the thickeners acting 
as a reservoir and the sampling being carried out on day shifts only. The table feed does not check very closely with slims 
results reported. However, the results are accurate on feed being treated at periods of sampling.
Sheet # 1 0
iA S S A Y S
Tons t Grams V Recovery Ratio of ConosntrationProducts 24 Hrs Wgt Au Ag Pb Au Ag Pb
Feed 208.0 100.0 3.7 143 4.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sonets 10. 0 4.8 12.7 388 22.4 16.4 13.0 22.0 20.8 - I
rails 198.0 95.2 3.2 133 4.0 62.2 88.1 77.5
Totals 208.0 100.0 98.6 IOI.I 99.5
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF SLIME TABLE PRODUCTS
Slims Table Feed Slime Table Conots Slime Table Tails
Mesh w|t wCuml % Wgt k S.B Cuml 1 % Cont Wgt Cuml t Wgt k % PbCont Cuml% Pb Coni Wgt Cuml % Wgt IT % PbCont Cuml %Pb Cont Mesh
f48 1.0 1.0 1.3 .3 .3 1.0 1.0 3.4 1.5 1.5 .9 .9 i.l 1.5 1.5 4 48
65 2.0 3.0 1.0 .4 .7 10.4 II.4 4.3 2.0 3.5 2.1 3.0 .7 .4 .9 65
100 5.7 8.7 .7 .8 1.5 10. I 21.5 4.0 1.8 5.3 6.8 9.8 .5 .9 1.8 100
ISO 8.0 16.7 .5 .8 2.3 12.2 33.7 3.9 2.1 7.4 8.5 18.3 .4 .9 2.7 150
200 14.9 31.6 1.3 4.0 6.3 22.5 66.2 8.5 8.5 15.9 13.8 32.1 1.7 2.6 5.3 200
200 68.4 100.0 6.6 93.7 100.0 43.8 100.0 43.1 85.1 100.0 67.9 100.0 5.1 94.7 100.0 200
Tot. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sheet § II
Metallurgical Statement - Model *'C" Dorr Drag Classifier. Feed - Sand 
table tailings from sand tables # 1 - 2 0  inclusive.
A S S AYS
Tons t Grams i ITTistributionProducts 24 Hrs w*t Au Ag Pb Au Ag Pb
Feed 402.5 100.0 1.8 72 1.2 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sands 384.5 95.5 1.7 70 1.2 90.0 93.0 96.5
Overflow 18.0 4.5 2.5 83 1.5 6.1 5.2 5.6
Totals 100.0 96.1 98.2 102.1
SCREEN ANALYSIS OF SANDS AND OVERFLOW
Sands Overflow
% .Cuml i l Pb Cuml % .Cuml \ Pb Cuml %Mesh Wgt 1* wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont % *gt % Wgt Pb Cont Pb Cont Mesh
+14 4.5 4.5 1.5 4.9 4.9 14
20 II.0 15.5 1.7 13.9 18.8 20
28 21.5 37.0 1.4 21.7 40.5 26
35 24.3 61.3 1.3 22.5 63.0 35
48 15.6 76.9 1.2 14.5 77.5 48
65 10.8 87.7 1.1 9.2 86.7 10.4 15.0 .5 3.1 4.5 65
100 7.9 95.6 1.1 6.7 93.4 23.0 38.0 .5 9.5 14.3 100
150 2.5 98.1 1.4 2.5 95.8 18.0 56.0 .6 6.5 20.8 150
200 1.0 99.1 3.0 2.2 98.1 23.0 79.0 .6 8.2 29.0 200
200 .9 100.0 3.5 1.9 100.0 21.0 100.0 5.7 71.0 100.0 200
Tot. 100.0 100.0
42
viously described was installed.
The idea was to add a certain amount of* sodium 
sulphide solution in the third 50-ft. Dorr thickener 
which thickened the slime table tailings. This provided 
several hours time action for the sodium sulphide to 
sulphidize all the mineral particles which could be sul- 
phidized. The sodium silicate and the flotation oils 
were added just ahead of the sand pump which elevated 
the feed to the flotation machines. The sulphide con­
sumption at this time was 20 pounds per ton of flotation 
feed which caused a high reagent cost • However a good 
recovery was obtained by flotation without any trouble.
It was then discovered that the soluble salts 
present in the slime tailing water were great consumers 
of sodium sulphide and of the 20 pounds of sulphide which 
was being added, by far the greater part was used to sa­
tisfy the soluble salts. It was only another step to 
change over so that all of the slime (the overflows of 
models "D” and "CM Dorr classifiers, and of the cone 
classifiers) was thickened in the three thickeners and 
tho this thickened pulp which was sent to flotation, the 
sodium sulphide was added. The sulphide and oils were 
added at the intake of the sand pump and the silicate 
was added to the discharge of the pump at the first
43
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Janney machine* In this manner the sulphide consumption 
was cut down from 20 pounds to 5 pounds per ton of flo­
tation feed whilst at the same time retaining the same 
sulphidizing effect.
The oils which were used were changed from 
time to time until the following mixture named the San 
Diego Mixture was decided upon. It consists of:
60 parts 
10 parts 




Fuel oil (Tampico Chapopote)
Cresylic Acid (Scotch 95^)
Hardwood Creosote No. 1 
Pine Oil (G.N.S. No. 5)
Gasoline 
Kerosene
This mixture was cheap, produced a splendid 
froth, and seemed to work equally well on the different 
ores which were treated* It is added at the rate of 2 
to 4 pounds per ton of flotation feed. For five years 
experiments have failed to produce a better oil or mix­
ture of oils for the ores being treated at this mill.
The flotation tailings are elevated by buck­
et elevator and distributed to the slime tables. These 
slime tables produce a ton of low-grade concentrate in 
24 hours. This concentrate joins the flotation concen­
trate and both are mixed in a 30-ft. Dorr thickener,
45
San Diego Mill from tailings pile.
Adjustable gradient tailings pipe line
46
the thickened pulp of which goes to a 6-ft. x 8-ft. Oli­
ver continuous filter. The filter produces a cake con­
taining from 15% to 20% moisture.
The slime table tailings are final slime tail­
ings and are elevated to join the sand tailings. The 
combined tailing flows a considerable distance by gra­
vity after which it is pumped with a 6-in. V/i If ley sand 
pump thru a long pipe line. The tailings disposal at 
this mill is perhaps the most costly item of operation. 
The mill was built at the foot of a hill and the million 
tons of tailings which have accumulated have covered up 
all the storage space within a thousand yards of the 
mill.
At the beginning of 1925, the company made 
plans to concentrate the ore of several new properties 
which had been opened up. There was considerable expe­
rimental work done and it was found that the mill could 
handle this change of ore with a slight change in ope­
ration. It was decided to eliminate the four middling 
tables and the sixteen slime tables which were needed 
to replace old equipment in the sulphide mill. The new 
installation included a 6-ft. x 10-ft. Allis-Chalmers 
ball mill in closed circuit with a Dorr duplex classi­
fier and nine 10-ft. single spitz K & K flotation ma­
chines.
47
In the new scheme the rod mills grind thru 12 
mesh. Consequently the sand table feed is a little fi­
ner. A much larger cut of middlings is made on the sand 
tables and this middling which generally amounts to 200 
tons per day is sent to a Dorr duplex classifier in 
closed circuit with the 6-ft. x 10-ft. Allis-Chalmers 
ball mill. The classifier overflow is 70# - 200 mesh.
To the classifier is also fed the discharge of one of 
the 50-ft. Dorr thickeners. Operation has shown that 
the..addition of this thickened slime to the classifier 
tend3 to keep the circuit in better equilibrium and 
produces a better grind.
The classifier overflow joining the discharge 
from the other two 50-ft. thickeners becomes the flota­
tion feed. This feed, as formerly, goes to the two Jan- 
ney machines. The Janneys make a concentrate and a tail, 
ing or a middling (value). This middling is distribu­
ted to six K  & K  machines in parallel. These six ma­
chines make a rougher concentrate and a middling (value). 
This middling is distributed to six more jfc & K  machines 
making a rougher concentrate and a final slime tailing. 
The rougher concentrate from the twelve K & K  machines 
pass to one K & K machine which acts as a primary clean­
er making a cleaned concentrate, and a middling (value)
4a
which, is returned to the first six roughers. The clean­
ed concentrate is recleaned in another K & K machine.
The concentrate' from this machine along with the con­
centrate from the two Janneys is. the flotation concen­
trate which is sent to the 30-ft. thickener preparatory 
to filtering. The middling (value) of the recleaner ma-» 
chine is sent to the primary cleaner machine.
The daily assay for the three shifts operating 
April 3, 1927 is:
■ Grams $ Amount
Au. Ag. Pb. tonai
Kill Heads 2.7 121 5.5 600
Sand concentrate 8.5 660 33.5 40
Sand Tailing 1.4 54 1.4 120
Ball Mill Heads 1.7 57 2.0 180
Discharge of three
50-ft. thickeners 3.3 122 6.3 260
flotation Heads 3.0 107 4.3 440
notation Concen. 16.6 851 30.5 50
3?lotation Tails 1.0 26 1.0 390
This shows a recovery of 74 .0$ of the gold,
86.4/£ of the silver and Q Z . 5 % of the lead. With a 5.5$
of lead head content (1927) 4*0$ is as carbonate and
1.5$ sulphate. Reag ents used this day were sodium sul-
phide, 3*8 lbs. per ton; sodium silicate (60$); 2*7 lbs
per ton; and, San Diego oil mixture, 4.1 lbs.. per ton. 
This is per ton of flotation feed. 
These :figues are o-nly the :figures of one 
day's work, bu:t the recoveries as calculated closely 
approximate a 1nonthly average. On this particular day 
the flotation concentrates were lower in grade than 
usual. It is desired to maintain the grade of flota-
tion concentrates close to 40% lead. 
The San Diego Mill is a low cost mill. Fi-
gures of August 1926 show a milling cost of $0.98 (U .• S. 
·Cy.) per ton.· The r.eagent cost was $0.21 (u.s.cy.) per 
ton. Power consumption was low being only 18 K.W. H. 
per ton of ore milled including crushing. Power is 
bought cheaply from a hydro.electric project which sup-
plies the entire Parral and Chihuahua city districts. 
After five years operatipn, a large tonnage 
of car~onate ore is blocked ·out in several of the mines, 
,.,,.,. 
the mill is making a splendid extraction at a low cost, 
·there are few oper~ting difficulties, the mining cost 
is small,· and with present metal prices {1927) this 
mill is making a.handsome profit and should continue to 
do so :ro.r· many years. 
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LA Y E MILL
Guadalupe, Zacatecas, Mexico.
In 1912, the Union Corporation of South Afri­
ca, Ltd., which owned a group of silver mines near Gua­
dalupe, Zacatecas, constructed a 600-ton gravity and 
cyanide plant to concentrate the local ore. This plant 
operated for several years even during revolutionary 
activities. The mine and mill continued operating until 
1924, when because of ore exhaustion and a large volume 
of underground water it was decided to cease operations.
This company known as the La Fe Mining Company 
had purchased in 1S22, several groups of mines at a set­
tlement known as Santa Ana, which is 45 kilometers 
northeast of Guadalupe. These mines containing lead- 
silver ore had been worked years before but at this time 
they were idle. The La Fe Mining Company during 1923 
transported several hundred tons of this ore to Guadalu­
pe for treatment in a small pilot mill which had been 
fitted up for the purpose. After several months of ex­
tensive laboratory and pilot mill test work, the results 
were compiled and it was judged feasible to work the 
mines and concentrate the ore thereof.
The principal ore body in sight is a large sur­
face outcropping of an oxidized lead and iron ore. This
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View of Camp of Cia. International Minera, S. A* , Showing La F# Mill (l) 
and La Fe Smelter (2).
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apparently is a replacement in limestone, aplite dikes 
serving as mineralizers. Most of the ore to date has 
been obtained close to the surface by means of a large 
glory hole. The ore contains approximately 100 grams of 
silver, 8 percent lead, 25 percent iron, 45 percent si­
lica, and a small amount of copper and zinc. The lead 
occurs as cerrusite, anglesite, mimetite, wulfenite, and 
pyromorphite.
Hence when the La Fe Mining Company shut down 
the mine and cyanide plant at Guadalupe, the company was 
reorganized and named Compafiia Internacional Minera, S. 
A. This new company took over the Santa Ana mines and 
plans were drawn up to develop the mines, to build a 
36-in. gauge railroad to Guadalupe, and to convert the 
old La Fe Mill into a 500-ton gravity and flotation con­
centrator .
This program was completed in October 1926 
and operation of the mill began at that time. The mill 
was designed to recover most of the mineral by gravity, 
followed with flotation. Because of the presence of the 
oxidized minerals of lead, flotation could not be depen­
ded upon to make a high recovery.
The ore is brought in from the mine in 25-ton 
side dump steel cars. The ore is dumped from the cars
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whilst on a timber trestle built over the coarse ore bin 
which has a capacity of 5,000 tons. Beiow this bin and 
extending the length of the bin is a tunnel. The ore is 
drawn from the bin by means of six jaw type bin gates in 
the roof of the tunnel and drops onto an apron feeder 
car which feeds a 22-in. belt conveyor. This feed drops 
onto a second inclined 22-in. belt conveyor which dis­
charges to a 2-in. grizzly. The undersize passes thru, 
falling on a 32-in. picking belt, and the oversize pass­
es thru a No. 6 McCully giratory crusher, crushing to 3 
inches. This crushed product, joining the 2-in. grizzly 
undersize on the 32-in. picking belt, is elevated to 
discharge onto a -J-in. grizzly. The grizzly oversize is 
crushed to -£--in. size with a 48-in. vertical Symons disc 
crusher which product along with the grizzly undersize 
is elevated v/ith an inclined 16-in. belt conveyor. The 
Symons crusher is protected from tramp iron by an electro­
magnet suspended above the 32-in. picking belt and also 
by a magnetic head pulley. The 16-in. belt conveyor el­
evates the fine feed, at the same time passing over a 
Merrick weightoneter which records the cumulative weight. 
This conveyor discharges into a chute feeding another 16- 
in. belt conveyor which extends the entire length over 
the fine ore bins. This conveyor has a tripper to dis­
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charge the feed at any point along the length of the 
conveyor*
The fine ore bin has one side sloping at an 
angle of 45° and has a capacity of 1000 tons. The ore 
is drawn from the fine ore bin by means of Challenge 
feeders which feed onto a 16-in. belt conveyor. This 
conveyor discharges to two 4-ft. Hummer screens of £- in. 
mesh. The screen oversize is fed to two 5-ft. x 8-ft. 
Marcy rod mills grinding thru 6 mesh. This rod mill 
product along with the screen undersize is elevated by a 
4-in. 7/ilfley sand pump to a feed distributor which dis­
tributes the material to eight Deister Plat-0 sand ta­
bles .
These eight Plat-0 tables make three products; 
a final concentrate, a middling (as to sizing), and a 
tailing for regrinding. The concentrator is laundered 
to a drag dewaterer and the dewatered concentrate is ta­
ken on a 16-in. belt conveyor to load directly into rail 
road cars, or a concentrate storage bin. The middlings 
go to a Dorr simplex classifier, the- overflow of which 
is pumped to a Dorr bowl classifier, and the sands go to 
one of the rod mills for regrind. The Plat-0 table tail 
ing3 pass to two Dorr duplex classifiers which are in 
closed circuit with two 5-ft. x 10-ft. Marcy Ball mills.
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The overflow of these two duplex classifiers 
and the overflow of the simplex classifier previously 
mentioned are pumped by a 6-in. Wilfley pump to a Dorr 
bowl classifier. The bowl overflow is laundered to a 
30-ft. Dorr thickener. The classifier sands drop to two 
6-spigot Fahrenwald hydraulic classifiers. These class­
ify the feed for fourteen WiIfley sand tables. The 
Fahrenwald classifier also produces a slime overflow.
The group of Wilfley tables produce a final 
concentrate, a rougher concentrate, a middling size, and 
a final sand tailing. The rougher concentrate is cleaned 
on four more Wilfley sand tables. The cleaner middlings 
(value) and the middlings from the rougher Wilfley ta­
bles are pumped back to the duplex classifiers in closed 
circuit with the ball mills for a regrind.
The overflow of the bowl classifier is launder­
ed to a 30-ft. Dorr thickener. The slime particles over­
flow from this thickener and this overflow is fed to six 
30-ft. Dorr thickeners for -thickening before flotation.
The thickened pulp drawn from the first men­
tioned thickener and the overflow from the Fahrenwald 
classifiers goes to four Callow-Fahrenwald classifiers 
for thickening and elimination of extremely fine slime
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before tabling with seven Deister slime tables and one 
Yfilfley slime table. The slime tables make a slime con­
centrate and a slime table tailing. The slime table 
tailing along with the overflow of the Callow-Fahrenwald 
classifiers is pumped to the six 30-ft. Dorr Thickeners 
for thickening.
The thickened product of the six Dorr thicken­
ers is discharged by means of six Dorrco diaphragm pumps 
and is laundered to two Minerals Separation Sub VA " type 
flotation machines. These are 18-in. machines of twenty 
cells each. These machines make two products; a, final 
flotation concentrate and a final slime tailing.
The flotation concentrate, joined with the 
concentrate produced on the Yfilfley sand tables and on 
the eight Deister slime tables is pumped to two 30-ft. 
Dorr thickeners for thickening before filtering with a 
four leaf 6-ft. American filter. The filter produces a 
dried concentrate cake which dropping upon 16-in. belt 
conveyor is loaded into railroad cars for shipment or in­
to a concentrate storage bin.
The final slime tailing produced by the flota­
tion machines and the sand tailing produced on the Wil- 
fley sand tables is pumped to the tailings pond site.
The crushing plant performed very well from
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the first, the only serious trouble being choke-ups of 
the chutes underneath the coarse ore bin. This was 
caused by shipping in large boulders from the mine.
The Hummer screens and the two rod mills deli­
vered a product all* thru 6 mesh to the primary Wilfley 
feed pump which elevated the feed to the eight Plat-0 
primary tables.
The Plat-0 tables were operated" to produce a 
concentrate containing 40/£ lead. The middling cut was 
sent to the simplex classifier in open circuit with the 
second rod mill. The tailings went to the two duplex 
classifiers in closed circuit with the two ball mills.
The Pahrenwald classifiers sized the feed be­
fore distribution to the fourteen Tilfley tables. These 
V/ilfley taibles produced a small amount of sand concentrate, 
a middling for regrind, and a tailing from several of the 
tables.
The Deister slime tables were never operated 
for more than a few hours at a time, hence no real infor­
mation was gained.
The thickened slime from the six Dorr thicken­
ers was fed to the two Minerals Separation flotation ma­
chines. Sodium sulphide, sodium silicate, and the flo­
tation oils were added just before the feed entered the
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first cell of each machine. Finished concentrates were 
taken off the first five cells. The concentrates pro­
duced on the secon five cells were pumped back to the 
first cell of the first group. The concentrates of the 
third five cells were advanced to the first cell of the 
second group. Likewise, the fourth group concentrates 
were advanced to the first cell of the third group. The 
flotation tailing was the overflow of the1 fifth cell of 
the fourth group.
The flotation results were discouraging as the 
mineral particles were poorly sulphidized. The froth 
was sloppy and appeared to be deadened by the addition 
of the sulphide.
After several weeks of operation, it was deci­
ded to eliminate the entire secondary tabling system and 
send the overflow of the duplex classifiers, which were 
in closed circuit with the ball mill, to the flotation
machines.
With this modified and simplified flow-sheet, 
it was possible to add the oils and reagents to the ball 
mills. This seemed to be an important matter as the flo­
tation became steadier, the extraction was raised, a bet­
ter grade of concentrate was made. This flow sheet was 
used from December 1926 until March 1927.
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It was soon apparent that recovery with flota­
tion was uncertain as it is impossible to sulphidize the 
phosphate, molybdate, sulphate and perhaps some of the 
carbonate of this ore. Therefore it was imperative to 
tai:e out as much as possible of the values before flota­
tion. Accordingly, a scheme was arranged whereby the 
discharge of the rod mills and the Hummer screen under­
size would be pumped to a Dorr drag classifier and des- 
limed. The classifier sands would then be classified 
with an installation of Deister cone baffle classifiers 
and this deslimed, classified feed would be distributed 
to the Plat-0 tables - and to some of the Wilfley tables# 
if the latter proved to be necessary. This tabling ope­
ration was to be followed by the regular regrind and 
flotation.
In February, it was decided to again attempt 
to run the mill according to the original flow-sheet. 
Considerable minor changes were made, mostly of a mecha­
nical nature. The bowl was removed from the Dorr bowl 
classifier and it functions now as a duplex drag classi­
fier. Slopes, of launders were increased to enable a de­
crease in the use of wash water. Several larger sized 
rjumps were installed where needed. The ball mills were 
placed in open circuit; the discharge being pumped to 
the remodeled bowl classifier, whilst the slimes from
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the two d&plex classifier a were sent to the Door Thick­
en era*
All of these changes were completed during March 
and the flow*sheet was changed over to this modification 
of the original. After several days operation, it was 
found that the ball mills were over grinding and thus 
sliming the greater part of their discharge. Consequen­
tly very little sand was produced for \YiIfley tables, it 
was decided to change the grinding equipment as follows: 
one rod mill to grind the oversize of the Hummer screen, 
the second rod mill to grind the Plat-0 table tailings 
before pumping to the remodeled bowl classifier for des- 
liming followed by Fahrenwald classification and tabling 
on the WiIfleys, one of the ball mills (loaded with rods) 
in open circuit to handle the ITilfley middling return for 
regrind before returning to the remodeled bowl classifier 
for desli^tak ahead of Fahrenwald classification. The 
second ball ini 11 was shut down
This change in grinding arrangement produced 
more and better feed for the Wilfley tables and allowed 
the making of a greater amount of sand table tailing *
The Plat-0 tables were not affected any. The Deister 
slime tables produced a small amount of good grade con­
centrate the making poor extraction*
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All of the slimes produced as also the Deister 
table tailings went to the Dorr thickeners for thickening 
prior to flotation. The oils, sulphide and silicate were 
added before the first cell of each flotation machine.
The operation became very irregular, the froth very oily 
and dirty. Various changes of oils have failed to show 
any turn for the better. Running the froth rapidly there­
by lowering the grade of the concentrate failed to help 
the extraction. Panning the tailings shows a consider­
able amount of lead mineral which apparently cannot be 
sulphidized and is not recoverable by flotation.
It would seem feasible at the prest time (April 
1927) to run the thickened slime discharge of the Dorr 
thickeners thru the ball mill which is now idle, add 
oils and reagents, dilute the ball mill discharge, and 
pump this to the flotation machines. In this manner the 
thick pulp would have a better chance of sulphidizing in 
the ball mill and the oiling could be done to better ad­
vantage. Prom previous performance there is reason to 
believe that this change would make for smoother opera­
tion and give a well oiled pulp which would probably be 
better sulphidized. This would certainly eliminate the 
dirty froth on the flotation machines.
5Pbe mill requires extremely close attention
MTIJ, HEADS
(3ms.) (JOHo nth Tonnage Ag. Kilos Pb. Tons
Nov. & 
Dec. 1926* 18201 90.9 1654.47 8.00 1456.08
Jan. 1927. 12490 97.0 1213.34 7.97 996.25
Feb. 1927. 12960 106.0 1377.48 8.01 1037.78
March 1927. 13160 104.2 1372.97 7.80 1028.20
April 1927. 11440 109.5 1252.86 7.09 811.56
PIAT^O CONCENTRATES
Nov. & 
Dec. 1926. 1373 54.5 78.9 39.83 546.87
Jan. 1927. 1084 97.4 105.5 43.31 469.05
Feb. 1927. 1183 95.0 112.1 36.50 432.10
March 1927. 1023 99.4 101.7 38.86 397.59





Jan. 1927. 11407 92.8 4.76
Feb. 1927. 11776 102.0 5.00
March 1927. 12157 102.0 5.40
April 192?’. 10695 110.0 4.8
' SECONDARY COHCKNTRATBS 
(Wilfley,Deister Slimers and Flotation Conc,ta.)
Ho nth Tonnage
(Gms. ) 
Ag. Kilos ( % )Pb. Tons
NOV. & 
Dec. 1926* 978 171.5 167.7 37.38 365.59
Jan. 1927. 834 136.7 114.0 31.52 262.88
Feb. 1927. 845 178.0 150.4 32.87 277.75
March 1927. 956 181.6 173.7 32.55 311.41
April 1927% 795 155.1 123.4 28.34 229.37
COMBINED CONCENTRATES
Nov. &
Dec. 1926• 2351 103.2 242.7 38.81 912.46
January 1927. 1917 114.5 219.5 38.20 731.92
Feb. 1927. 2029 129.0 262.5 34.99 709.85
March 1927. 1980 139.1 275.4 35.81 709.00
April 1927 1540 119.3 183.7 34.38 529.44
Mill TAILS
Nov. &
Dec• 1926• 15435 87.7 1353.8 2.56 395.75
Jan. 1927. 11082 94.0 993.9 2.50 264.32
Feb. 1927. 10930 102.0 1115.0 3.00 327.92
March 1927. 11200 98.0 1097.6 2.85 319.20
April 1927. 9899 108.0 1069.2 2.35 282.12
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RECOVERY
Nov. & Bee. 1926 
January 1927 
February 1927 








from the operators in order to maintain a good recovery 
on the tables. With the flotation, however, there is 
much to be done to increase the extraction though pres* 
ent methods are very ineffective at times.
In the flotation there have been employed va­
rious mixtures, however, the most successful one has 
been a modification of the San Diego mixture.
The mill statistics are based on smelter li­
quidations and thus are a true summary of the accomplish­
ment of the concentrator.
Modified San Diego Mixture.
Chapppote 30 parts.
Barretts #634 30 parts.
Hardwood Creosote #1 12 parts•
Pine oil Ho. 5 3 parts.
Kerosene 3 parts.
Gasoline 2 parts.
Another similar mixture producing a good froth
Barretts #634 
Hardwood Creosote #1 
Eureka #70 





Por a "booster* oil several have been effective
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as cresylic acid, pine oil, and creosote.
The oil mixtures have been added at the rate 
of 1.5 kilograms per ton milled whilst the "tooster11 va­
ries from .05 to .4 kilograms per ton milled.
Sodium sulphide consumption is 2.5 kilograms 
per ton milled. Apparently very few of the lead parti­
cles are coated by the sulphide. Of course the carbon­
ate is generally sulphidized whilst the sulphate, molyb­
date, and phosphate are not.
Sodium silicate (60^) has been added at the 
rate of 2 kilograms per ton milled. It produces a clean 
er concentrate and seems to steady the froth.
The concentrate is delivered to the La Fe 
smelter of Compania. I'inera de Penoles, S. A . , a subsi­
diary of the American Petals Co. The smelter was "blown 
in” during April 1927. It is to handle the concentrate 
from the La Fe concentrator and several other companies 
within a 100-mile radius. This will amount to between 
150 to 200 tons a day. As the smelter is only a hundred 
meters from the La Fe concentrator, there is merely a 
nominal switching charge to be paid.
Power consumption to date has averaged 22 KY/H 
per ton of ore milled. This figure includes crushing.
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The milling cost has been $2.20 (U.S.Cy.) per ton milled. 
This includes the remodeling which is charged to opera­
tion. This figure can be brought down to $1.50 (U.S.Cy) 
in a few months.
Extraction of the lead amounts to 70 per cent. 
This can probably be raised to between 75 and 80 per 
cent. The silver extraction is very poor most of the 
silver being contained in the silica. It is.doubtful 
if this extraction can be increased above 25 per cent.
Before the year passes the company expects to 
enter the sulphide zone which is only a few meters below 
the present workings. This should produce a good grade 
of milling ore.
At present however, the La Fe mill has the di­
fficult task of handling the oxidized lead minerals in­
cluding the molybdate, phosphate, and sulphate. In this 
it is unique and there is no other operation with which 
to compare it.
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